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Siloam Springs, Ark.
In late March of 2015,
Sarah Hubbard opened
her email to find a long
awaited letter informing
her she had been selected
as a recipient for a
Fulbright Grant.
The grant typically
accepts students who
have recently graduated,
graduate students or
established young
professionals, making
Hubbard’s acceptance as
an undergraduate student
even more notable.
According to the
Fulbright U.S. Student
Program, the grant was
introduced in a bill
by Senator J. William
Fulbright and later signed
into law by President
Harry S. Truman in 1946
with the intent to use
excess war money to
“fund the promotion of
international good will
through the exchange of
students in the fields of
education, culture, and
science.”
Since its establishment,
the program has grown
to be the largest U.S.
exchange program
with over 1,900 grants
offered to candidates
each year. Through this,
recipients are funded for
“individually designed

John Brown’s

first student

Fulbright
ELISE FARRELL
Staff Writer
farrelle@jbu.edu
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study/research projects
or for English Teaching
Assistant Programs” in
participating countries
where they will fully
engage in daily life and
culture.
Hubbard, a senior
English education major,
said the decision to
apply for the grant came
from passing a flyer that
appealed to her interest
of teaching abroad. The
flyer was posted on a
bulletin board outside of
her classroom. Hubbard
was then encouraged
by her honors professor
Brad Gambill to enroll in
a prestigious fellowship
course and work on her
application for the grant.
“Once I started the
course, I began to realize
how all of these things
were competitive, and
not just ‘you apply
for the grant and your
chances are decent’ at
actually receiving it,” said
Hubbard. “So for the first
semester I wrote all the
essays for the application
and then pretended it
didn’t exist for another
semester.”

See FULBRIGHT on Page 3

Community considers varying faces of grief
REBEKAH HEDGES I have? All of those things
allow more or less time for
News Editor
grieving,” Beers said.
hedgesr@jbu.edu
“It’s a process and a
Between 35 and 48
percent of college students
have lost a family member
or close friend within the
last two years. Between
22 and 30 percent of
college students have lost
a family member or close
friend within the last year,
according to the national
students of Actively Moving
Forward (AMF) Support
Network.
With over 18.4 million
students enrolled in
American colleges, those
percentages equate to more
than 4.5 million college
students who are grieving.
Steve Beers, vice
president of student
development at John Brown
University, has experienced
loss first hand with the
passing of his mother. With
a degree in counseling and
having experienced grief
training, Beers has seen what
effects grief can have on
various stages in life.
“We each carry different
loads. I don’t know why
some people’s loads are
heavier than others,” Beers
said.
Beers explained how
every person grieves
differently and the difficulty
in knowing how to support
peers and friends through
different types of loss.
“I contend that each of
our personalities play such a
role in it, our circumstances,
how much time can I
spend? Am I an internal
or external thinker? What
kind of support system do
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direction and different
people need different
support. Even though every

“It is
irresponsible
of me to
assume that
somebody
is going to
deal with
something as
significant as
loss exactly
like I would
deal with it.”
-Steve Beers
part of your body may heal
differently, there is still a
progression in the healing
process,” Beers said.
“People who are researchers
know that there are so many
steps in grief, and for most
people if you tarry too long
in one aspect of it.”
AnnaClaire Chin has
been experiencing these
levels of grief in recent
years.
“In mid-June of 2014,
my friend lost her husband
of only five weeks; she was
22. Although this shook me
for a while, it didn’t prepare
me for my mom’s diagnoses
of cancer four weeks
later,” Chin said. “This
current spring semester, my
grandma passed away.”
Chin explained her ideas

about grieving, “I always
thought grieving was only
allowed when someone
passed away when in fact,
my counselor described to
me that even though people
experience grief on different
levels, it is the experience
of something that has been
lost. In this case, my mom
lost her health as well as her
mother.”
Beers remembered his
own mother’s battle with
cancer.
“My mother spent two
years in chemotherapy.
There wasn’t anything that
we didn’t have time to say,
as opposed to some people
who lose their dad or mom
in an inkling and don’t
have a chance to say this or
resolve this or that,” Beers
said.
He addressed the
difference of how
individuals grieve, “I was
reminded of this with my
siblings. We all stood at the
grave site, we all stood at
the same hospital bed, and
we each grieved differently,
but I would contend we all
grieved in the same direction
and that I think is the healthy
part,” Beers said.
“I have to keep
reminding myself that how
it’s impacting that person
is different than me and
that’s okay,” Beers said,
“Secondly I have to realize
each person manages how
they eat, sleep, eat, write
papers, read books... [etc.]
It is irresponsible of me to
assume that somebody is
going to deal with something
as significant as loss exactly
like I would deal with it.”
Beers mentioned the fact
that everything and everyone

is temporal, even though we
struggle with accepting
Chin agreed and said,
“No one wants to be
reminded of that we live
in a temporary world; that
illness, old age and death
is a part of life. For most
of my life, I haven’t given
a second thought that I
would live over the age
of 90. I’ve only had two
close friends’ parents pass
away, it is a reminder that it
could happen to me; no one
wants to become a walking
reminder of what could
possibly happen.”

Beers explained the
sensitivity and hardships
that happen when you
experience loss. He said
any smaller conflicts are
magnified and our ability
to think strategically
is compromised; the
grief aspect compounds
everything.
“In my circle of college
friends, we’ve been blessed
to have our parents support
us through college,” Chin
said. “But at the same time,
since our age gives us an
advantage grief can become
a foreign concept when no

one has experienced.”
Beers said that we are all
imperfect and we have to
bear with one another and
love each other through it,
allowing people to walk at
their own pace.
“No one is going to
support you perfectly,” Chin
said. “But the most precious
thing is when your friends
are trying -- you love them
more because they choose
to love you and even though
they might say cliché Jesus
lines you know that it’s
coming from a place of
love.”
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Kenya University shooting hits home
REBEKAH HEDGES
News Editor
hedgesr@jbu.edu
A day long siege at
Garissa University in
Kenya resulted in the
massacre of 147 and
more than 79 injured,
reported CNN.
This is the highest
death toll in Kenya
since the 1998 al Qaeda
bombing on the U.S.
Embassy in Nairobi;
many are saying the
issue lies in security not
being tight enough.
Junior Jonathan
MacLachlan lived in
Kenya and attended
school at Rift Valley
Academy in Kijabe,
Kenya for three years.
“A bunch of Christians
were persecuted if they
didn’t state the Islamic
statement of faith,”
MacLachlan said.
“Going to school
in Kenya, it is a huge
thing that strikes home.
I remember the same
terrorist organization, AlShabaab, that carried out
this attack occasionally
gave death threats to
our school. Being at an
American school actually
made us a bigger target,”
MacLachlan said.
FULBRIGHT continued
from Page 1

Brad Gambill,
coordinator of the
Office of Undergraduate
Scholarship and Prestigious
Fellowships, saw the
potential in Hubbard
from the beginning, and
knew that her chances
were high for being
selected for the grant.
“Sarah is a gogetter. She’s been doing
conference presentations
since she was a freshman
and also sought out
international experience
teaching English as a
second language in both
Lithuania and China. She
has also been proactive
in her work with JBU

Photos courtesy of TELEGRAPH.COM

During the aftermath of the attack, Garissa University students take comfort in one another at the Garissa military camp in Somalia.

“They came in and
beefed up the security,
because Kenyans are
very aware and careful,
because they would have
rather gone to a place
with lower security.”
MacLachlan said that
in the local communities
of Kenya, people are
very aware of the threat,
but there is a lot of
awareness in the states.
Missionary kid from
the two relatively short
essays have to be as close
to perfect as possible.
Sarah was very patient
through this process.”
Once her essays were
perfected, Hubbard was
then referred by the
University, reviewed by the
U.S Fulbright Commission
and finally recommended
by the U.S to her country of
choice, Turkey. The Turkish
Fulbright Commission
finalized the decision.
Close friend and Senior
Kelsey Rea has walked
closely with Hubbard
during her application
process and has seen
nothing but passion
and dedication exude
from Hubbard during
each step of the way.

Kenya and junior at
the University, Morgan
Haynes said, “The
attack will likely lead to
deteriorating relations
between Kenyan Muslims
and Kenyan Christians.”
She believes that,
“large scale persecution
of Christians by Kenyan
Muslims does not happen.
Kenyan Muslims make
up less than 12% of
Kenya’s population.”

Haynes said, “However,
Al-Shabaab will probably
continue to terrorize
Kenyan Christians. I
also think that Kenyan
Muslims will face
persecution from other
Kenyans, Christians
and otherwise, in the
aftermath of Al-Shabaab
terrorist attacks.”
MacLachlan
recalled how the
American residents

and internationals
received emails from
the Embassy to not
frequent certain areas in
order to remain safe.
He also remembered
an attack in September of
2013 at Westgate mall in
Nairobi, Kenya in which
67 deaths and over 175
wounded resulted from
the same terrorist group.
“I remember shopping
in that mall, and I had

friends that were shopping
in there that day; a lot
of internationals shop
there. I knew people
that died there that day,”
MacLachlan said.
“It was so scary seeing
those pictures and news
images, like I remember
standing next to the
candy stand that was
now covered in blood
and full of bullet holes. I
remember buying candy
from that vendor who
was lying on the ground
dead,” MacLachlan
recalled somberly.
He said it truly brings
it home and makes it
real. “There is now an
ingrown fear of never
knowing when or where
the next attack may
happen,” he said.
Now his family lives
in Ethiopia and believes
that it is more stable
there. He thinks that
Kenya gets more terrorist
attention due to its
relationship with the west.
“We may say it
may never happen to
us, but it can totally
even happen here in
the states, even Siloam
Springs, it’s sometimes
when you least expect
it,” MacLachlan said.

Graduate Business Assistant Eva Fast, senior Staffica Bain, and senior Rachel Thornburg hold the SIFE
Regional trophy. The JBU team placed Regional Champion again this year.

“In short, she was
a strong candidate
before she began the
application process.”
-Brad Gambill
faculty members, including
Professors Grace Davis
and Ed Klotz and Warren
Roby,” said Gambill. “In
short, she was a strong
candidate before she began
the application process.”
With that being said,
that is not to down-play
the rigor of the application
and selection process for
the Grant. With the help of
various faculty, including
Gambill, Hubbard spent
close to a year drafting and
revising her essays required
for the application process.
“I read probably eight
or so drafts of Sarah’s
two application essays
and marked them up with
comments as thoroughly
as I could,” said Gambill.
“There are two relatively
short essays required of
Fulbright applicants: one
a personal essay where
you explain “who you
are,” and another where
you discuss how your past
experience and passions
make you a good fit for the
project you want to pursue
in the country. However,

“She was student
teaching when she received
the email that she was
officially chosen for the
Fulbright Grant and I
screamed for her when
I got the text,” said Rea.
“She was full of pure
joy and excitement, and
getting to be with a best
friend as they experience
that is so fun, and I’m so
incredibly proud of her.”
In late September,
Hubbard will embark
on a nine month journey
teaching at a University in
Turkey through the grant.
Though she does not know
full details at this point,
she expects to have a 40
hour work week with 20
hours devoted to teaching
at a university and 20
hours used for prep and
extracurricular work.
“I am very excited at
this point,” said Hubbard.
“I think I will be more
nervous as it gets closer
and I begin to get more
details, but right now
I am very excited.”

Photos submitted by SARAH HUBBARD.

Sarah Hubbard is set to teach at a University in Turkey starting in late September for nine months. She expects to have a 40 hour work week.
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Seniors commemorate final year through worship
LAUREN DROGO
Staff Writer
drogol@jbu.edu
The John Brown
University educational
program strives to help
students develop the
necessary skills for their
desired field through
interactive classes
and showcases during
their final semesters.
For those emphasizing
in worship arts, their final
project is a senior worship
arts presentation that will
be their chance to share
with the student body who
they are as an artist and
all that they have learned
during their time at JBU.
Each senior goes
through a hearing where
they discover whether
they have been preparing
for the presentation
properly, a meeting
with their advisor to
decide on a theme for
the presentation and
hours of rehearsals in
order to execute their
presentation perfectly.
Josiah Mason, a senior
worship arts major, gave
his worship presentation
in March of this year.
His theme is focused on
a few of his passions.
“I am really passionate
about the LGBT
community and especially
LGBT Christians who
have been pushed out of
the church,” Mason said.
“I also share a passion
for the impoverished
and sexually abused — a
passion that both my wife
and I hold, actually.”
Mason structured
his presentation around
the scriptures from the
Sermon on the Mount.

“I decided to focus on
the scriptures centered
on attitudes, and how
they are the best way
for people to reach out
to marginalized people
groups,” said Mason.
Mason would love
to pursue a worship
leader position in a
big, metropolitan city
alongside of his wife
after graduation.
Aleah Eldridge, a
senior worship arts
major, is choosing to
focus her presentation
on the journey that
we go through from
lamentation to praise.
“This is something that
I wanted to do because
I was struggling with it
myself,” said Eldridge.
“I want it to reach a
large number of people
who are struggling.”
“I decided to broaden
by original idea of
just focusing on my
own issues to one that
others can relate to,”
said Eldridge. “It’s now
about lamenting over
each person’s life.”
Eldridge came to
love music recently and
plans to pursue a career
in music, whether that
is through a worship
leader position or in
music production.
Seong Jae Jo, a senior
worship arts major,
gave his senior worship
presentation last semester,
focusing on the concept
of Shekinah Glory.
“I prayed a lot and
noticed that Christians
sometimes forget that
God is with us every
single day, and I wanted
to remind them that He
is always there,” said Jo.

Jo met God at a young
age, and wanted to show
people how they can find
Him in intentional ways.
Although each senior
holds their own unique
relationship with God and
music, the common theme
that this year’s seniors
showed throughout their
worship presentations
was how Christians are
nothing without God.

Josiah Mason presented his
senior worship presentation this
spring 2015 semester, on March
17th.
Photo courtesy of LI MARIE PHOTOGRAPHY

Photo Courtesy of ALEC SOARD

Submitted by SEONG JAE JO

Aleah Eldridge presents her worship presentation this Thursday the 16th.

Seong Jae Jo pictured from his senior worship presentation last semester.

State media students to Ms. & Mr. JBU to be
gather at John Brown announced at banquet
BECKY WATTS
Staff Writer
wattsb@jbu.edu

ALLAN AGUILAR
Staff Writer
aguilaram@jbu.edu

John Brown University
will host the Arkansas
College Media Association
Conference this Friday,
where many JBU students
are competing for awards
in a variety of categories.
Becky Pohle,
the administrative
assistant for both the
Communication and
the Music Departments,
has been very active in
preparing submissions
for the conference.
“We have been
reserving the rooms,
making sure the
food is taken care
of, and maintaining
communication with
all of the different
universities,” Pohle said.
Pohle also emphasized
how beneficial the
Simmons Great Hall
has been in the process,
because it provides a
central location that has
the capacity to house
all of the different
conference sessions.
Along with the different
conference sessions, there
is a variety of contests that
students have submitted
their work to. According
to Pohle, these categories
are newspaper, yearbook,
magazine, and also
online publications.
Klara Johannesen is a
photography major who has
photos that are competing
at the ACMA conference.
“I got my first camera
when I was 12, and I would
always have it in my hands!
I would shoot at school all
the time, but I had to delete
all the pictures because
I only had one memory
card. I didn’t know at that

The end of another
school year is
approaching, and that
means that it is once
again time to find out
who will be Mr. and
Ms. JBU. The nominees
have been nominated
and the voting has
ended as of April 14th.
If you missed out
on this campaign,
there is always next
year; of course, you
need to be a “senior
graduating in May” in
order to be eligible for
nomination, said SGA
member Carlos Lopez.
The nominees for
Mr. JBU included: Karl
Anderson, Jedidah
Spurgeon, Patton
Conroy, Peter Spaulding
and Nick Eshnaur.
For Ms. JBU, the
candidates were: Cori
Hunt, Krista Musiime,
Olivia Rollene, Kearsten
Hobbs, and Jenna Frank.
All of the nominees
are seniors and will be
graduating in May.
Some, like Anderson,
felt excited about the
future ahead, worried
about the work yet to be
done, “[…] but confident,
that in it all, God is
faithful and in control.”
Although there will
be only one winner for
both Mr. and Ms. JBU, a
sportsman-like conduct
has been displayed
by the nominees.
Krista Musiime, also
a senior, was “surprised”
to have been nominated,
and she realizes that not
everyone can win. If she,
in the end, did not receive
the title of Ms. JBU, she
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conference. She is the
editor of the sports pages
for the Threefold, and is
also a JBU cheerleader.
“I chose sports mostly
because I am an athlete,
and I enjoy all things
sports. I could connect
and understand the content
better. Also, sports is
a lot of fun and a great
way to bring the JBU
community together, so
I wanted to showcase
that in the newspaper to
hopefully get more people
going to the games and
events,” said Thomas.
Like Johannesan,
Thomas plans on
continuing her career in
the realm of media.
“One day, I would hope
to be an editor for some
magazine, maybe even a
creative director? Who
knows what the future
will hold? But I do know
that the newspaper has
given me some valuable
skills that I could take
to any job or career,”
Johannesan said.

time that images could be
uploaded to the computer
and saved. I just knew it
was full so I deleted it
all and kept shooting. At
that time, I shot because
I wanted to shoot and not
to see the picture at the
end,” said Johannesen.
Johannesen said her
interest in photography
stems from the affect
it has on people.
“Photography makes
people talk a lot. If you see
an old picture of yourself,
you immediately have
stuff to say about what
you are wearing, what you
were doing, your facial
expression, and where you
were in life at that time.
A statement definitely
says more whenever it
has a picture along with
it,” said Johannesen.
After JBU, Johannesen
wants to take the skills she
has learned from being
the photo-editor for the
Threefold and apply to a
career as a photojournalist.
Communication
major Tarah Thomas is
also competing at the
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would want her roommate
Cori Hunt to win because
of her abundance
in, “awesomeness.”
The winners will be
announced on April 25
at the Junior and Senior
banquet in the Arkansas
Air and Military

Museum. Everyone is
invited unless you are a
sophomore or freshman.
Several of the
nominees will be there,
including Cori Hunt, who
did “not campaign for the
title, but I’m honored to
have been nominated.”

“I’m honored to have
been nominated.”
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-Cori Hunt
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4 EDITORIAL
JBU should institute dead week:
Students need less stress before finals

It’s almost that time of year again. Important projects and long
essays are beginning to pile up. By the time they’re due, only
finals week is left. However, with assignments scheduled this way,
students are forced to study for their final exams and to work on big
projects simultaneously. This leads to both stress and weariness.
We The Threefold Advocate hope that John Brown University
takes notice of this problem and implements a dead week policy
in response. This would be a week of no newly assigned quizzes,
tests, homework or extracurricular meetings and activities. This
gives students a time to rest and prepare for their upcoming final
exams.
Makes sense, doesn’t it? In order to give students the best chance
at making a high grade on their final, often the most important test
in a class, they have a week to study with minimal interruptions.
As it is, our dead week is literally where a student may as well
be dead. Hyped up on caffeine and sugar, they stay up late each
and every night studying for their finals and hurrying to finish last
minute assignments before deadlines.
Why give all this stress to students? Why do it when their most
important grades are at stake? With the way things are, with too
much work to do and too little time in the semester left, students
are placed in a very compromising position. What they need is a
little r-and-r.
Georgia Tech prohibits professors from giving exams, quizzes,
lab practicums or lab reports during the week before finals if the
class has a “traditional final exam.” However, professors can still
teach new material and assign homework if written in the class
syllabus given out at the beginning of a semester.
Likewise, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln has a similar
dead week policy. Professors can assign projects, papers, exams
and presentations to be due the week before finals. However, it
must be in the syllabus before the eighth week of class.
We would prefer a policy similar to the former, preventing
students from having to worry about studying for something other
than their final test during dead week. However, we support the
flexibility given to professors in the latter.
We don’t want to step on anyone’s toes. Professors need to teach,
but students need to rest. For this reason, implementing a dead
week policy is the best option for everyone.

April 16, 2015
The Threefold Advocate

A professor’s potential pushback

Illustrated by CALLUM MCNICHOLS

Feeling like an outsider in church
outdated kitchen—this is my
place.
But sometimes I don’t feel
very at home. Sometimes, when
I’m listening, I hear things

Update room draw system:

“I’m an insider who knows the Apostles’
Creed and was equipped with many colored
bead bracelets to convert all the nonbelievers over the years. This is my territory,
and it feels like an enemy minefield at times.”

Current process is stressful, inefficient

It happens every spring. The daffodils and dogwoods begin to
bloom, students’ calendars fill up with papers and projects and the
impending stress of finding a roommate and place to live draws
near. The battle over who will get into Walker and out of Mayfield
can turn vicious. Every friend except one makes it onto the hall
with their friend who is a new resident assistant. Groups of juniors
are just a few hours short of getting into a townhouse.
Then there’s the standing in line with your roommate, sometimes
missing class, at your specified time to select the best room on
the hall on a fi rst-come, fi rst-serve basis. This antiquated and
inefficient system causes unnecessary stress in students’ lives on
top of their already busy schedules.
For these reasons, we The Threefold Advocate urge John Brown
University to update its room selection process. With just a few
changes, the system could be made much simpler and far less
stressful.
It would be best to move the system online, much like our
current system for class registration. Students would still receive a
designated time to go online and select a room, but they would not
have to miss class to make it to their designated time.
Another problem arises when students do not get into the building
or room they were hoping to get. While this often comes down to
the simple priority of students with more hours or seniority—which
we fully support—it would be helpful to give students more backup
options. For example, if students do not get into a townhouse, it
would be helpful if they could then get a chance to get into the
apartments if there are open rooms.
There is also the stress of choosing a roommate and which dorm
to live in. Many students wait until resident assistants are chosen so
they can live on a hall with their friends. Because RAs are chosen
so late in the spring, it limits the time some students have to find a
roommate. We suggest that RAs and ARDs be selected earlier in
the semester to allow students more time to decide where to live.
These changes would make the room draw process much less
stressful and more efficient. We The Threefold urge JBU to take
this into consideration for the future.
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given a chance by the church,
I know this only does us all a
disservice. So I will stay with
the church. I’m not giving up on
it. I am the church. But I am also

LEAH GUY

CONTRIBUTOR
I used to go to a little
Christian school. Now I go to a
bigger Christian school.
But more about me has
changed than just that. I think
differently about alcohol and
my sister and chewing on your
nails than I did when I was 8. I
have different opinions on John
Piper and the Methodist church
and the education system
than I did when I was 13. My
understanding of hell and grace
and sin are different than they
were at 16.
I don’t think this is because
my convictions are weak. I
think this is because I’m a better
listener than I once was. I think
this is because I have walked
around with my eyes open and
what I saw made me think
differently.
In a thousand and one ways, I
belong in the church. I was born
into it, raised up in it, baptized,
fed, confirmed. The cracked tile
floors of the Fellowship Hall,
the gentle curve of the alter rail,
the coffee-stained scent of the

that make me fold into myself.
Sometimes I hear people talk
about others who believe hell
is not a place and who think
the death penalty is inhumane.
And the things these people are
saying are about me, and they
make me feel like a stranger.
An unwelcomed stranger. An
enemy, even.
When we treat our own
family like strangers, why do
we ever expect strangers to join
the family? I’m an insider who
knows the Apostles’ Creed and
was equipped with many colored
bead bracelets to convert all the
non-believers over the years.
This is my territory, and it feels
like an enemy minefield at
times.
And the hardest part is this:
the solution starts with me.
Because when I accuse you of
doing exactly what I myself
have done in the past, of being
what I have personally been, the
problem is perpetuated and the
answer is even further out of our
grasp.
As tempted as I am to
draw up battle lines and stand
with my dear friends who are
misunderstood or never even

the outsider, and I refuse to turn
off the parts of my mind that
fundamentally disagree with
the church, even if that’s the
only way to feel accepted by it.
Some (or a ton) of my opinions
are different now. And next year
at this time, I will probably
have a different conception of
God than I do currently. He is
mystery and poetry, and the
closest thing we have is just
metaphor. So I’m learning and
always changing and walking,
and I’ll keep going.
I hold firmly to hope, even
when I’m strung out and sick
of it all, because I think that,
when we are radically honest
with ourselves, we all have little
bits of outsider in us—dissonant
beliefs, serious questions, and
in this way, we have a base
similarity.
Grace is that Christ would
invite us in anyway.

Guy is a junior majoring in
psychology and family & human
services. She can be reached at
guyln@jbu.edu.

- Letter to the Editor While the data in the recent article on sexual activity at JBU is troubling (“SRA shows sizable
increase in sexual activity”) things may not be as bad as they appear. Imagine that the y-axes were
extended so that they began at zero percent and ended at 100 percent. The data, when seen relative
to the rest of the graph area, become more meaningful, and the changes in the data over time show
up as mere blips. I understand that including the entire graph isn’t practical, but it might have been
helpful to point out to readers the range of the axes. See Edward R. Tufte’s The Visual Display of
Quantitative Information (QA 276.3 T83 in the JBU Library) or http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/ .
Mary Habermas
Library Director
mhaberma@jbu.edu

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
Chance Easter, Daniel Madrid,
Lexi Christensen, Clayton Lyon,
Emili Widner, Grace Nast

The Threefold Advocate would like to clarify that editorials, those pieces in the
column above this paragraph, are the opinion of the editorial board. They are
therefore not attributed to individual writers. The writings to the right, with mug
shots and pithy headlines, are columns. Each is the sole opinion of the mug shot’s
owner. On occasion, readers wishing to respond to an article or to express a viewpoint will write a letter to the editor. The opinion pages serve as a community bulletin board and are meant to continue the dialogue about various issues relevant
to the JBU community. Please write. We want your input.
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Professor struggles, finds God amidst autism

JONATHAN HIMES

CONTRIBUTOR
Before my son Logan was born,
I had a premonition I might have
done something wrong to affect
his health or development in the
womb. I remember praying as
Logan’s due-date approached that
if he were born with a disability,
the Lord would let it be one
familiar to me like the hearing
impairment of my best childhood
friend Danny, who eventually
became quite popular at school
despite his social missteps.
When we learned Logan
might be on the autism spectrum,
we watched all of our hopes and
dreams for our son tumble down a
cliff. But our own lives as well, in
the words of a W. B. Yeats poem,
“changed, changed utterly: A
terrible beauty is born.”
We watched our cuddly,
babbling infant gradually tune us
out, not respond to his name, not
look us in the eye, not interact at

all but instead develop alarming
habits. Shutting and opening
doors and drawers in a kind of
trance lasting twenty minutes or
longer. Screaming his only means
of communication. Ripping any
object in arm’s reach to shreds
or breaking it to pieces. Worst
of all, I remembered my fears
during Amanda’s pregnancy
that I had endangered our son’s
development.
Was this how Abraham felt?
God had given us a beautiful son,
but then one day out of nowhere
revoked his life, his very soul, on
the altar of some unimaginable
sacrifice. It was maddening.
I worried that my bad habits
might have contributed to his
autism (I was reckless with
my diet and wasn’t exercising).
Or maybe it was the truck that
spewed mosquito spray in our
neighborhood on our evening
walks. Or perhaps I mixed his
baby formula improperly (the
labels have ominous warnings).
Maybe my faults — ridiculing
others’ oddities that I now
recognize as symptoms on the
spectrum — were coming back to
haunt me.
Life was scary and depressing
until we found an in-home
therapist, Beth McKee, who
intervened with Applied Behavior
Analysis (ABA) and brought our
boy back from that dark place.
Through therapies that drained
us
emotionally,
physically,
financially, God was letting
us have our son back, albeit in
limited ways.

Logan attended Beth’s clinic
for two years, and, although
he’s still nonverbal and severely
autistic, he can look us in the
eyes and occasionally mutter a
monosyllabic word. He is seven
now, but not much beyond the
toddler stage in his capacities.
The routine behaviors we
strive to teach Logan — using the
toilet, sitting still for story-time,
using a fork and napkin instead
of grinding food to wipe all
over himself — are simple tasks
that children usually acquire
without effort, but he views them
as demands that range from
irksome to sheer torture. His
compromised neurology prevents
him from using language in any
form on a consistent or frequent

basis. This will make it extremely
hard for him to relate even to any
minority group of his own, much
less the wider world, no matter
how “tolerant” and accepting of
differences we strive to be.
Why does God allow some
children and their families to
struggle through life with such
severe hindrances? I don’t have
all the answers, but I know that
Jesus said, “Let the little children
come to me, and do not hinder
them, for the kingdom of God
belongs to such as these.” One
word Logan is not hindered in
uttering is “Jesus,” and our church
downtown, First Presbyterian,
is helping him come to Jesus by
providing a weekly aid, Alex
McDuffie, which helps our whole

family take part in worship.
Like all children, Logan has
quirks and weaknesses (he wears
his on his sleeve), but he too was
made in God’s image. My Lord
didn’t make Logan the way he
is just to teach us something
(though he does that). God’s glory
is made perfect in weakness, yes,
and His works will be manifested
in Logan’s life. But He made him
for Himself, because He delights
in Logan’s particular smile. He
made him for Love’s sake. And
the Kingdom of God belongs to
such as these.
Himes is an associate professor
of English at JBU. He can be
reached at jhimes@jbu.edu.

Book review: “Trust Our American Dream”

JONATHAN BOWMAN

CONTRIBUTOR
“ Tr u s t O u r A m e r i c a n
Dream,” a comedic piece
of historical fiction, depicts
the contemporary plight of
undocumented immigrants in
assuming liberty as a basic
natural right. Author Don
Balla, John Brown University
Professor of Business emeritus,
fulltime lawyer and outspoken
advocate for immigrant rights,
strategically employs Abraham
Lincoln’s views concerning the
Declaration of Independence:
“The assertion ‘all men are

created equal’ was of no practical
use in effecting our separation
from Great Britain … Its authors
meant it to be — and thank God
it is now proving itself — a
stumbling block for those who,
in after times, would seek to turn
a free people into the hateful
paths of despotism.”
Following
this
framing
of basic rights to liberty of
movement and pursuit of
happiness, Balla offsets an
artful mix of zany drama with
serious engagement in a maze
of harrowingly complex legal
nuances. The unassuming hero
of the drama, Jesus Noyes, has
been denied a driver’s license by
the State of Arkansas. Jesus, his
three children and wife, Morena
Castillo, seek a family road trip
to Niagara Falls, mispronounced
repeatedly by Jesus as Nicaragua
Falls. The heart-wrenching story
of Morena’s path to the United
States buttresses the comedic
tenor of the rest of the narrative.
First, we encounter Morena in
the latter part of the 20th century
as a child refugee of Guatemalan
conflicts between indigenous
groups and Hispanic coffee
farmers. Upon fleeing south,

she suffers firsthand the vitriolic
anti-immigrant
prejudices
Mexicans
harbor
against
Guatemalans [hence the given
name ‘Morena’ for her ‘dark’
skin]. Enduring sexual abuse at
the hands of a Mexican captor,
she eventually escapes captivity
by slitting his throat only to

lawyer
Abraham
Lincoln
Kim and marginalized rightschampion Joan Vark Kim.
He embeds the woes of this
socially discriminated pair,
for both reasons of their Asian
heritage and their inhuman
height, as co-champions of the
anti-discrimination cause they

“Balla offsets an artful mix of zany
drama with serious engagement
in a maze of harrowingly
complex legal nuances.”
later to discover she carries this
abusive stranger’s child.
If her story alone were not
enough to evoke solidarity
for this countryless denizen,
Morena’s and Jesus’s crossing of
the Jordan/Rio Grande to escape
Mexican poverty climaxes in the
birth of another child, Blythe
(literally: happy, carefree) in
the precise middle of the river
ambiguously on the border.
Balla counters the Noyes’
fa m i ly d ra ma wit h t he
g i g a n t e s q u e auster ity of
brother and sister Asian duo,

passionately defend in Noyes v.
Arkansas.
As for the antagonists, the
climax of absurdity (as if reality
were sometimes more strange
than tragic-comedy) comes with
the passing of the ALIEN law
in the Arkansas legislature. The
piece of legislation serves as
a strategic block and threat to
the untimely progressivism of
Lincoln. As a clever acronym
for Arkansas Legalized Infamy
and EducatioN Act, the ALIEN
Act deems it legal in Arkansas to
shoot undocumented immigrants

and all Catholics without guns. As
protection against racial-ethnic
profiling, Rep. Lucky O’Brien
from Yell County proposes,
‘Folks, you can’t biblically order
the citizens of Arkansas to shoot
illegal alien lookalikes …. and
Catholics without guns … without
providing for a City of Refuge.’
Employing biblical irony,
with Walkintoad, AR as their
refuge, Balla thus places the
undocumented migrants morally
on par with accused murderers.
To find out if the Noyes fulfill
their hope of making it to Niagara
Falls as a family, I unreservedly
recommend you to undertake
the roller-coaster ride of intense
hilarity, deep intellectual insight
and heart-moving sentiment
sure to ensue upon reading this
captivating book.

Bowman is an adjunct professor
of political science and
philosophy at JBU. He can be
reached at jbowman@jbu.edu.

Senior gives advice to a young student

MAKAYLA SCHULTZ

CONTRIBUTOR
“Be patient towards all that
is unresolved in your heart
and try to love the questions
themselves like locked rooms,
like books written in a foreign
tongue….What matters is to live
everything.”
—Rainier Maria Rilke’s
“Letter to a Young Poet”
First of all, live like you’re
going to be here for three
(or two or one) more years.
Because, chances are, you will.
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This sounds obvious, but it’s
something I wish someone had
reminded me of. Ignoring a lessthan-likeable acquaintance is
easy when you forget that the
acquaintance may one day be
your group project partner, your
suitemate, your RA or any other
number of things. The professor
whose advice you disregarded
may become your advisor, your
reference or your Bible study
leader. JBU is small, and The
Bubble Effect has a way of
keeping people — those you
love and those you don’t — in
your life, so generosity in all
circumstances goes a long way.
Live at peace with everyone
as far as it depends on you,
but also choose the people you
really want to hang onto for
your four years of college and
even beyond. Despite our love
for community, no one can be
friends with everyone. There
are seasons, and some of the
numerous friendships you’ve
developed during this first year
will naturally fade. And that is
okay. For me, this realization
was huge. During the fall of
my sophomore year, I tried to
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maintain close friendships with
everyone, both my returning
friends and all the incoming
freshmen on my hall. I would
have lost my close friends —

a movie, see who can come up
with the cheapest date idea. Take
pictures of all the adventures.
I know graduation is years
away for you, but indulge me

“Forget for a moment about...whether
or not you’ll become boyfriend and
girlfriend, if you’ll get married and
what you would name your children.
Just get to know him or her.”
the ones I’ll keep for the rest of
my life — in the burnout that
followed if they hadn’t patiently
waited for me to recover from
my depression.
My thoughts on relationships
are pretty simple: go on dates.
Friend dates, coffee dates, group
dates, I’ve-had-a-crush-on-yousince-August-dates. Forget for
a moment about whether or not
you have a crush on the guy or
girl across the table from you,
whether or not you’ll become
boyfriend and girlfriend, if
you’ll get married and what you
would name your children. Just
get to know him or her. Make
good food together, go catch
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for a second and store away a
couple pieces of advice for when
that time comes. Let the end be
sharp. I’m going to contradict
what I just said about not being
friends with everyone and ask
you to stay soft, to stay open to
new friends. During the last two
spring semesters, meaningful
friendships of mine grew out
of the last six weeks of school,
right before my new friends
graduated. Now that I’m down
to the last five weeks of my
senior year, I honestly want to
shut down. What is the point of
investing when there is so little
time and so many unknowns
ahead of me? But I’m trying to
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do as Rilke instructs: “Love the
questions,” and I would add,
“Love each other,” because
really, that’s all we can do in the
face of loss.
In conclusion, I want to show
you a piece of dialogue between
a young girl and an old man from
Dickens’ novel “Our Mutual
Friend” which has helped me
face the end of my time at JBU:
The little girl, Jenny Wren,
asks, “Is it better to have had a
good thing and lost it, or never to
have had it?” Old Riah responds,
“Some beloved companionship
fades out of most lives, my dear
— that of a wife, and a fair
daughter, and a son of promise,
has faded out of my own life —
but the happiness was.”
To sum up all of this in a
word — Risk. Because it’s worth
it. Because the happiness was.

Schultz is a senior majoring in
English. She can be reached at
schultzmk@jbu.edu.
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1988 Walton grad
turns entrepreneur
ALIYA KUYKENDALL
Online Editor
kuykendalla@jbu.edu
Alfonso Mendez came to
John Brown University 30
years ago as a member of the
Walton Program’s fi rst class
of students. As a successful
Walton alumnus, he now
provides encouragement
for graduating seniors.
“You’ll be fine as long as
you have God in front of you,”
senior Ethel Ilias recalled
Mendez telling Walton students
at a meeting in October.
Mendez’s success was
not instant. Once Mendez
graduated from JBU in 1988,
he returned to his homeland
in Costa Rica and started
working as an assistant
at a coffee company.
“I started with the only
job I could find at that
time,” he recalled.
Jobs were hard to find
when Mendez graduated,
because most people in Costa
Rica had never heard about
either the Walton program
or John Brown University.
“It was hard to go back
and be in the fi rst class to
start talking to potential
employees,” he said.
Five years after being hired
with an assistant position,
Mendez became the general
manager of the company.

“I’ve worked with coffee
ever since,” Mendez said.
In 1995 Mendez started
Interam Coffee. Mendez said
he saw that clients needed
an expert to tell them how to
get the coffee they wanted.
“We provide them with
flavor profiles of coffee, and
they get to pick whatever
in their opinion is best,”
explained Mendez.
Interam Coffee now provides
all the coffee for the WalMart
brand, Sam’s Choice.
“It’s actually coffee from
Costa Rica and Sumatra but I
sell it at Walmart,” he said.
JBU’s Walton Program
director Ronald Johnson
remembered when Sam
Walton told Mendez’s class
that, if they ever developed
a product, they should
consider Walmart a client.
Mendez acknowledged
that this experience
greatly influenced him.
“I took his word, and,
20 years later, we started
a contract with Walmart.
That dream that he had and
that we shared with him
became true,” Mendez said.
Dean of the Soderquist
Business Center Joe Walenciak
was not surprised at Mendez’
success. As Mendez’s former
statistics professor, Walenciak
saw a lot of potential in him.
“He seemed to be
able to see opportunities
easily,” said Walenciak.

This ability to see
opportunities could pay off
for graduating Waltons.
“Even now, he is talking
about putting together networks
of people that could potentially
be sources of employment
for students going back
home,” said Walenciak.
Mendez recently became the
fifth Walton graduate to be part
of JBU’s board of trustees.
“These are people who
have really fulfilled not
just the requirements in the
letter of the law. They really
fulfilled the heart of Sam
and Helen Walton,” Johnson
said of Walton trustees.
Walton senior Ethel
Ilias said it’s nice to see
in Mendez what she could
look like in 30 years.
One of the most difficult
things Ilias anticipates after
graduating is the drastic
change out from her current
routine life. Currently, she is
used to always seeing her JBU
friends, working for Johnson
and having a monthly stipend.
But, when she returns to
Honduras, she plans to work
a job in her field, live with
her parents, and save up for
graduate school in Honduras.
However, she has
found encouragement in
Mendez’s words of advice to
graduating Walton seniors:
“Leave everything
to God. He will be the
one who leads you.”

After graduating from John Brown University, Walton students are required to return to their home countries and
live there for at least four years. We conducted an online
survey to find out a little bit about who Waltons are and
what they plan to do when they go home. Here are some
of their responses:

Ruth Cantarero
Year: Senior
Major: International Business and
Marketing
Hometown: San Pedro Sula, Honduras
What would you like to do with your education when
you go back to your country?
I would like to work in a company that is socially responsible and strives to help the people in need, preferably a
ministry.
What is a passion of yours?
I am passionate about serving others, because this is the
best way of showing the love of God.

Israel HernandezRomero
Year: Sophomore
Major: Electrical Engineering
Hometown: Morelia, Mexico
What would you like to do with your education when
you go back to your country?
I would like to find a job and become more involved in my
church and try to help as much as I can. Of course, I also
want to help my family with financial problems.
Why did you apply to the Walton International
Scholarship Program?
Because I wanted (I still do) to make Morelia a better
place, and the Walton scholarship was the platform to do
that.

Lucero Cob
Year: Senior
Major: Biochemistry
Hometown: Corozal, Belize
Cob said that she loves her major, which
enables her to stare “in awe” at the “beauty and careful
design of God’s creation through science.”
What would you like to do with your education when
you go back to your country?
I would like to help people in the northern part of my
country by working in the sugar industries and making
sure they get paid a fair price for their products.

Gustavo Alfonso
Alfaro-Zavala

Photos submitted by Alfonso Mendez and courtesy of Facebook

Past Walton scholar, Alfonso Mendez, has gone on to start his own coffee business. The left photo is of
Mendez when he was a student at John Brown University, and the right photo is him now.

Year: Sophomore
Major: Marketing and International
Business
Hometown: San Salvador, El Salvador
What would you like to do with your education when
you go back to your country?
“I really want to make a difference in El Salvador!”
Alfaro-Zavala said that, while he may not be able to provide students with a full ride to JBU, he wants to help
students in El Salvador continue their studies after high
school.

Not a job for the faint of heart

HANNAH WRIGHT
Staff Writer
wrighthj@jbu.edu

Every year, John Brown
University recruits students
to work as callers for
University Advancement’s
call center to raising
money for the Scholarship
Fund. This year, callers

are also raising money
for the Campaign for
the Next Century, the
University’s new plan
to improve campus and
continue serving students.
Callers are ordinary
students, but they do
extraordinary service
for the student body.
This week the
Threefold was privileged

to speak to two callers.
Warning: this job is not
for the faint of heart.
Junior Mackenzie
Rich has been a caller for
two semesters. Though,
in previous years, the
call center had been a
bit exclusive, this year,
Advancement changed
the structure of calling
campaigns. Rather than

Illustration by BECKY RAMIREZ

having a few callers
throughout the semester,
they were able to hire
many callers for just a
couple of week’s work.
Along with alumni,
callers contact parents
of current students and
friends of the University.
Rich found their stories
intriguing and encouraging.
“You got to talk to
people who have gone
through JBU and were
successful,” she said.
“My favorite thing to ask
people was if they met their
spouses here and what it
was like to meet them.”
Senior Trey Sanchez
jumped into calling late on
the recommendation of a
friend. As an International
Business major, he
found the process of
fundraising fascinating.
“It was (both) more lax
and more efficient than I
thought it would be,” he
said. “How much money
you raised depended on
how many people you
called and what type of
people you called.”
At first, Sanchez reported
being nervous, but he soon
got used to being friendly

to people he’d never met.
Asking for money
directly is never easy,
and both Sanchez and
Rich faced difficulties.
“I’d have to be the
assertive type of friendly,”
said Sanchez. “Even if you
have to be very forceful,
you have to do it with
a smile. Speak softly,
but carry a big stick.”
“It’s a really
humbling thing to ask
for money,” said Rich.
As happens with
such jobs, callers talk to
people from all sorts of
backgrounds, reaching
wrong numbers, getting
hung up on, and being
asked questions they
couldn’t answer.
Surprisingly common,
said Rich, were questions
about the University’s policy
on evolution, but there were
also people who were angry
with individual professors
and people who would have
liked to give but were in
difficult financial situations.
“Sometimes people
legitimately didn’t have any
money,” said Rich. “It was
hard to do a second ask.”
“You have to know

how to face rejection well,
especially abrupt rudeness,”
said Sanchez. “I was
surprised by the rudeness of
other Christians, especially
when they just hang up.”
Even so, both students
found their time incredibly
rewarding. For Sanchez,
it even led to contacts
in Thailand, where he’ll
be doing an internship.
Besides that, though,
Sanchez said it was good to
help bolster the scholarship
fund, and it was good
practice for his marketing
career in the future.
“It was a fulfilling
feeling knowing that
what I was doing a few
hours a day was creating
an income,” he said.
Though Rich didn’t quite
make the connection that
Sanchez did, she still found
call center work gratifying.
“It’s good money, there’s
good friendships, and they
make it fun,” she said. “We
should all try to be involved
in some way. You’re getting
that (scholarship) money.
Wouldn’t the call center
be an awesome way to get
involved? Don’t you want to
be a part of that process?”
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ALIYA KUYKENDALL

Staff Writer

kuykendalla@jbu.edu
Lweendo “Lulu”
Siamaambo, a freshman
nursing major at John
Brown University,
is driven to improve
health care in her home
country, Zambia.
Siamaambo says that,
as a nurse in her country,
she wants to work with
babies and pregnant
women because of their
high mortality rates.
According to 2014
data from the CIA World
Factbook, Zambia has
the 17th highest infant
mortality rate in the world,
with an estimated 66.62
deaths per 1,000 live
births per year of infants
under the age of one. In
comparison, the U.S. has
an estimated 6.17 deaths
per 1,000 live births,
about 10 times less.
As for mothers,
Zambia ranks 26 out
of 184 countries in
maternal mortality rate,
according to 2010 CIA
World Factbook data.
It is estimated that 440
Zambian women die
due to pregnancy out of
every 100,000 live births.
This mortality rate is
about 21 times higher in
Zambia than in the U.S.
Siamaambo said that

high mortality rates are
connected to poor health
care in her country.
She explained that, in
a hospital, there might
be only one doctor, who
could see up to 100
patients per day. Being
understaffed, nurses may
do the doctor’s job, even
if they’re not qualified.
Accessibility is
an issue as well.
“Some people walk
more than 10 days to
come to a hospital,”
Siamaambo said.
Siamaambo said some
women go their entire
pregnancies without
seeing a doctor, either
because they can’t afford
to go to the hospital or are
afraid of lack of privacy
and physical abuse.
“The nurses in Zambia
have a reputation of being
mean,” Siamaambo said.
Besides poor medical
care, pregnant women
may face malnutrition,
unclean drinking
water, or HIV/AIDS.
Siamaambo said that,
in her country, “being
pregnant is pretty much
a death sentence.”
When pregnant
women die, any surviving
children may be orphaned.
According to 2013 data
from UNICEF, Zambia has
an estimated 1.4 million
orphans, of which 600,000
are orphaned due to AIDS.

Over Christmas break,
Siamaambo, her husband
and five children traveled
to Zambia to visit family.
There Siamaambo helped
care for children at her
mother’s orphanage
called Haven.
Siamaambo’s mother,
Cecilia Siafwiyo Kalulu,
started the orphanage
when she came across a
burial where a live child
was being buried with
his mother. Siamaambo
explained that, in Zambia,
it is customary to bury
a newborn with its
mother, since the child
has almost no chance
of living without her.
Kalulu commanded
that the baby be taken
out of the burial hole, and
began to care for him.
After that, people started
bringing babies to her
door, and an orphanage
was founded in her home.
Siamaambo said she
gets her passion to make
a difference from her
mother. Besides becoming
a nurse and working
to improve the health
care system from the
inside, Siamaambo hopes
to raise awareness by
making a documentary.
Siamaambo, her
husband, Andrew Kumalo,
and Kumalo’s older
brother, Jason Kumalo,
are working together on
this plan. Andrew Kumalo

said the documentary will
bring attention to Zambia’s
high infant mortality
rate while also showing
how the people of Haven
orphanage are saving lives.
“It’s one of those
things that, if you’re
not in it, a lot of people
just don’t care,” Kumalo
said of Zambia’s infant
mortality rate.
Kumalo also hopes
to use the documentary
to promote Haven and
show donors where their
money is going towards.
Kumalo said the
finished documentary is
still several years away.
Documentaries can take
up to a year or two
to shoot, and this
documentary is still
in the planning
stage, he said.
However, it is
in progress.
Kumalo
arrived in
Zambia on
April 15
and will be
back in the
states May
2. He said
his goals for
this trip are to
see family and
begin working
out the logistics
for filming.
“My next thing,

when I go home, is
where we can start and
what permissions we
need,” Kumalo said.
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Dusk to dawn, staff works unpopular shifts
BECKY WATTS
Staff Writer
wattsb@jbu.edu
For the past couple
of weeks, University
Professor of history
Preston Jones has been
showing his gratitude to
the employees around
campus and Siloam who
work jobs that the public

does not always show
their appreciation for.
Jones has been meeting
with employees from
JBU’s Cafeteria and
custodial staff, as well
as with employees from
the nursing home and the
Gates Rubber Company
in Siloam. The point of
all of these meetings is
not only to show these
individuals how much
their jobs are valued but

also to understand why
they continue to do jobs
that the public does not
see and recognize enough.
“My initial plan was
to do things only with
businesses off campus,
but I found it difficult
to get the businesses off
campus to pay attention,
partly because people
are busy, and so it is hard
for people to give their
time to something when
they don’t know what it
is. And then it sounds
so weird. I just want to
get together with people
and talk about why what
they do is important and
give them some money,”
Jones said. The money he
is referring to is funding
that the Institute for Faith,
Work, and Economics
gave him to compensate
the employees who
participated in the
discussions.
The Institute for Faith,
Work, and Economics
is a Christian non-profit
research organization that
encourages the biblical
perspective of work
and assist individuals
and organizations in
understanding the biblical
principles of work and
how to apply them.
The non-profit desires
to show organizations
and individuals how
even the smallest jobs
fit in to God’s bigger

plan for the world.
“My emphasis is on
people who do really
important work, which
is pretty much anybody
who does honest work
and don’t get recognized,”
Jones said about why
he felt the need to
personally recognize
those whom society
sometimes ignores.
The custodial staff
here at JBU starts

their day at 4:00 in the
morning to clean from
the Health Complex, to
Hutcheson Hall, and all
the way to the Mayfield
dormitory. At the
discussion that Jones held
for the custodial staff, he
opened the floor so the
employees could share
why they do this work
and why they feel it is
important. The employees
gave several answers that

all revolved around their
love for God and their
love for the students and
faculty here at JBU.
“It is an honor to
be here because we
are molding Christian
soldiers by providing a
peaceful atmosphere that
allows the students to
focus better. I feel that
we are a part of the JBU
mission by being here
and being servants of the
Lord,” said Geri FortnerCruz, who has worked
for JBU for 10 years.
Maria Hernandez
has worked for JBU for
three years and Jones
translated her response.
“Her work is important
because it reflects who
she is. It’s important
because she feels like
she is working for the
Lord. It is important also
because her work makes
it easier for students
to do their work.”
“Most professors
have a statue of Jesus
cleaning the feet of the
disciples, and that is
really what we do. At
that point, Jesus was
doing custodial service,”
said Rick Harms, who
cleans the Cathedral.

Photos by DANIEL MADRID/The Threefold Advocate
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Courtesy of JBU ATHLETICS

Claire Holden, freshman, sends the tennis ball to her opponent in a competition match as she stands at No. 6. JBU women’s tennis team is now (3-3).

MAX BRYAN
Staff Writer
bryanm@jbu.edu
John Brown University’s
men’s and women’s
tennis teams will travel
to Shawnee, Okla., and
compete against Oklahoma
Baptist University today.
OBU is a formidable
opponent, with the men’s

team holding a 6-9 season
record to the JBU men’s
team’s 1-5 record. OBU’s
women’s team holds 9-7
overall record to JBU’s 3-3.
For some on the team,
such as freshman Claire
Griffin, it will be the first
time to play OBU as an
opponent. But Griffin is not
worried about playing them
for the first time.
“A new opponent is

never scary,” a confident
Griffin said. “I like not
knowing much about my
opponent, because I just
want to go out there and do
my best. I don’t want them
too much in my head. I just
want to play the tennis I
know how to play.”
Others, such as senior
Blake Zoellner, have played
OBU multiple times in their
college careers and have

some insight to offer about
them as an opponent.
“OBU is always fun to
compete against because
the level of play they bring
to the court,” Zoellner in
an email said. “(Playing
against them) always
presents us with challenging
competition.”
In the past, OBU has
presented itself as a very
strong competitor.

“In the past they’ve been
a really strong team,” said
Senior Courtney Pinter.
“(Playing against them has)
always taken some mental
preparation. But this year,
I think we’re the most
mentally prepared we’ve
ever been going into it.”
According to the players,
their coach, Paul Pautsch,
has intensified practices
to better prepare them for
facing OBU and other
opponents as well.
“We practice every day,
two hours a day,” Griffin
said. “I think that if we do
what coach says- stuff like
‘move our feet’ and the stuff
he tells us in practice all the
time, I think we can beat
them.”
When it comes down
to it, the team plans to
play their absolute hardest
against OBU. Part of that is
being physically invested in
every single play.
“I plan to just play my
game and hustle on every
play,” Zoellner said. “If I
can do the little things right
in my game, I will hope to
experience good success.”
Another aspect of
the team playing to their

fullest potential is using
experience that has been
gained throughout the
year. According to Pinter,
although the team is young,
they have matured and
progressed and plan to
use everything they have
learned this year when
playing OBU.
“I think every match
we’ve learned more and
more,” Pinter said. “I think
how young our team is, the
more experience we get, the
better we get. I think every
match is an opportunity to
learn, and you can focus on
those areas and practice.”
Finally, both JBU’s
women’s and men’s teams
plan to play OBU just
as they play any other
opponent, regardless of their
record.
“As a senior, I’ve played
them four years, and they’re
really good,” Pinter said.
“But I’m not like, ‘we don’t
have a chance; we’re gonna
get beat.’ I think we’re a
lot better this year than we
have been in previous years.
I think it will be a good
match, personally.”

Results begin
with practice:
Inside JBU Tennis
ELISE FARRELL
Staff Writer
farrelle@jbu.edu
For John Brown
University, 12 men and
10 women make up the
Golden Eagle tennis team.
Five days a week for
approximately two hours
in the afternoon, the
team comes together to
warm-up, perfect skills
and prepare for upcoming
matches.
Senior Luke Pascoe,
who has played tennis for
JBU since freshman year,
said practices are fairly
consistent each week,
having a typical line-up
of each of the activities
the team members will
execute that day.
“We’ll get to practice
and do warm-ups for
about 30 minutes, then
we’ll typically move
into drills for the next 30
minutes,” Pascoe said.
“After the drills, we’ll
shift into different types
of matches—doubles,
singles, tiebreakers, and
sometimes full sets.”
Pascoe notes how
this schedule allows the
players to become more
equipped for various
matches and perfect their

90

skill set.
JBU women’s tennis
junior, Krizana Saucedo,
said practices stay
consistent, the weather
being the main culprit for
changing up the normal
practice schedule.
“When weather is bad,
we’ll go inside and do
various drills and serves,
if a match is coming up,”
Saucedo said. “If there is
not a match coming up,
we’ll turn our focus more
to conditioning.”
Senior men’s tennis
team member Alex Baker,
notes how the team
has gone through some
adjusting to be where
they are at now. In the
summer of 2012, JBU
announced tennis coach
veteran Paul Pautsch to
lead the Golden Eagle
tennis program. Through
the new leadership in the
program, the team took on
a new approach to the setup of practices, leading to
more time of practicing
the technical skills of
the sport. However,
Baker also noted how it
ultimately comes to the
players to bring the team
to the best level they can
be.
“The players need to
have extensive experience

before joining the team
as that helps everyone get
better,” Baker said.
The tennis team puts
in many hours each week
to prepare for upcoming
matches, which are
sometimes held on JBU’s
own campus. Saucedo
said one of the largest
misconceptions of the
tennis program is that
there are no home games.
They do, in fact, hold
home games, which
Saucedo encouraged
students to come show
support at.
“We do have home
matches—and you should
come. We like people to
come!” Saucedo said.
For those curious about
fan etiquette at a tennis
match, Saucedo told
spectators that they should
cheer on the team, as
long as its not during the
point. Fans should not be
afraid to cheer on the team
before and after the point,
however.
The Golden Eagle
Tennis program has
grown both in size and
performance over the
years. As the old saying
goes, “Practice does make
perfect.”

LEXI CHRISTENSEN/The Threefold Advocate

Luke Pascoe sharpens his hand and eye coordination as he practices his volleying skills. JBU’s tennis team practices
for two hours five days a week for two hours during which they work on drills and serves.

Upcoming Golf & Tennis Matches
Monday, April 20
Sooner Athletic Conference
Championships: Men’s Golf will
play All Day at Shangri-La Golf
Club in Monkey Island, Okla.
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Olayemi leads by example
MAX BRYAN
Staff Writer
bryanm@jbu.edu

The Golden Eagle
men’s basketball team has
some shoes to fill at point
guard.
Samson Olayemi, the
Eagles’ starting point
guard, will be leaving at
the end of this year. In his
two years of playing for
John Brown University,
Olayemi has made a
name for himself as a
tough player who has a
knack for creating scoring
opportunities for his
teammates and playing
hard-nosed defense. This
past year, he led the Sooner
Athletic Conference with
5.2 assists per game.
“He’s a really good
passer,” said teammate
Max Hopfgartner.
“He’s also a really good
defender, so you have to
really worry about him on
defense. On offense, he
looks for open teammates;
he really pushes the ball.
I really like playing with
him.”
Olayemi’s love affair
with basketball goes
back to gym class in his
hometown of Manchester,
England. There, he was
introduced to the sport and
eventually developed a
passion for the game.
“I started playing
basketball at the age of
15,” said Olayemi. “I used
to play a lot of soccer
growing up, but in gym
class, I was introduced to
basketball. Then, a couple
of my friends played
basketball when they went
to high school, so I tried to
play the sport. I fell in love
with it and pretty much
just transitioned from
soccer to basketball.”

Olayemi’s love for the
game followed him across
the Atlantic in 2010 when
he moved from Manchester
to Connecticut. His talent
and passion earned him a
basketball scholarship to
Central Maine Community
College, where he played
until being recruited by
JBU in 2013 through
former JBU Basketball
player Kofi Joseph.
“(Joseph) was an
immigrant from England
as well,” said Olayemi.
“We used to play against
each other in England, but
then we both moved to
America at the age of 18…
He connected me with a
coach. So I flew down for
a visit, and that’s how I
ended up here.”
Since joining JBU’s
basketball team,
Olayemi has taken on
responsibilities as a team
leader, both in the title of
Captain and by example.
He has impressed his
teammates and coaches
with his work ethic and
leadership.
“Samson is one of the
hardest workers we have
on the team,” said head
coach Jason Beschta. “He’s
one of those guys who’s
gonna show up and have a
good practice for us every
day. You always know
what you’re gonna get out
of him. He’s a captain, so
he’s one of our leaders. He
wasn’t exactly the loudspoken kind of leader, but
was one that really led by
his actions. That played
quite a big role in who we
were this year.”
Off the court, Olayemi
continues to impress. His
teammates describe him as
a great friend.
“I think he’s a great
guy,” said teammate Nate
Anderson. “If there was

KLARA JOHANNESEN/The Threefold Advocate

conflict within the team,
that’s where he was really
good about talking it out.
He made everybody else
feel like they agreed. On
a less serious note, he can
make you laugh no matter
what.”
While he has definitely
left his mark in JBU
basketball, Olayemi
also realizes that he has
developed as a person
quite a bit in his time at
JBU, both as a player and
as a person.
“I feel like I’ve
developed,” said Olayemi.
“(JBU) has taught me
a lot of things I haven’t
experienced before, like
in England or in my
community college back in
Maine. It’s really changed
me and has helped me see
that there’s more to life…
It’s been challenging for
all two years, but I’m
satisfied with what I’ve
done.”

Samson Olayemi is the
starting point guard for the
JBU men’s basketball team.
Olayemi is graduating this
year, fiinishing his JBU
basketball career with an
average of 5.2 assists per
game and a total of 244
points.

CHANCE EASTER/The Threefold Advocate

Banquet celebrates JBU athletes
ELISE FARRELL
Staff Writer
farrelle@jbu.edu

Most John Brown
University students
see how JBU athletes
perform on the field or
court. However others
don’t consider what goes
on behind the scenes
of events or even in the
classroom.
The John Brown
University Athletic

Banquet is a spring
ceremony celebrating
athletes’ accomplishments
during the year.
Each year, all eleven
teams, coaches, and
athletic staff come
together to recognize
athletes for their
accomplishments both
as a student and their
performance throughout
the season. Director
of Sports Information,
Nicholas Robinson, notes
how holding this event

gives those students who
excel in both the chance to
be awarded.
“The main purpose
of the event is creating
another opportunity to
recognize the excellent
student-athletes at JBU.
The time, effort and
commitment from these
kids deserves a special
night to honor them and
their accomplishments,”
said Robinson.
The award ceremony
for athletes has been a

tradition that has been
going on for some time.
Assistant Director of
Athletics and Head
Women’s Basketball
Coach, Jeff Soderquist
recalls attending the
University Athletic
Banquet in 1988 as a
freshman.
“We used to have a
dinner and then did the
awards after the dinner.
Then we took the dinner
part out and just had finger
food and mingled a little

Courtesy of JBU ATHLETICS

bit then had the banquet,”
said Soderquist. “Last
year, [in Spring 2014],
was the first year we really
changed it up. No dinner
again and we made it like
the ESPY.”
The Banquet last year
included many new and
interactive components
from each team. During
the banquet, awards
such as “Best Play”
“Best Newcomer” “Best
Blooper” all made an
appearance along with a
video montage for each
award.
“We would have about
three nominees for each
category, show a video
for all three and then
announce the winner and
have them come up to the
front,” said Soderquist.
Senior Golf Member
Tommy Wright and Senior
Matt Henry, both attended
the Athletic Banquet and
enjoyed the new layout of
the program.
“Sam [Men’s Golf
Member] and I had a lot
of fun filming the clips for
the Banquet,” said Wright.
“It made it a lot more
personal and entertaining
for each team.”
With the new changes
to the Banquet also comes
more time and creativity
in preparing for the event
itself.
“I help coordinate

the banquet program,
selection of awards and
direct all the photos,
videos and music played
at the banquet,” said
Robinson. “So between
voting on awards,
preparing the program,
conducting interviews,
cutting highlights and
nominating athletes, we
usually start planning the
process approximately two
months in advance.”
Some of the teams, such
as Volleyball and Soccer,
which are fall sports, will
hold an individual banquet
in the fall semester to
recognize individual
team members and make
a more personal time for
the team to reminiscence
on the season. However,
Soderquist notes that
the spring Banquet is
a great time for both
recognizing and uniting all
teams together under one
program.
“Now that we are doing
it this way each team has
the option of doing their
own banquet. Which for
the teams, like soccer
and volleyball which are
fall sports, they can have
something in the fall with
their own team,” said
Soderquist. “I do like all
the teams coming together
for an event. That makes
the department closer and
is a fun time for all.”

Coaches Kathleen Paulsen and Scott Marksberry announce the nominees for women’s soccer at the Athletic Banquet last year. The Athletic
Banquet celebrates the hard work and dedication of JBU athletes over the year.
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SPARKNOTES
David Carlson and Josh Hawkins went to school together in Germany and
always wanted to make a band, so when The Next Big Thing came around
and the whole group lived together in one of the townhouses here at JBU,
it just made sense for them to sign up.
“We got into this for two reasons: One, to make good music, and two, to
have fun. Whether we win or not is not even part of the list. We want to
make a good show, make good music and have fun”

CLAREMORE
“We all found out in the first five minutes
working together that we all hated country
music, and that pretty much solidified us as
a group.”
Claremore classifies their music as alternative rock. Most of their influence comes from
bands such as Anberlin and Switchfoot.
“The focus isn't about it being a big deal for
us. It's about it being high energy and a lot
of fun.”

JONATHAN LEONARD
For as long as Jonathan can remember, he has been singing and playing
instruments. The Next Big Thing is a great opportunity for him to refine
his sound.
He classifies his style as “acoustic pop,” playing and writing with his
friends have influenced his style.
“Not a lot of people know me or my music, so I am really excited to see
people's reactions.”

MOLLY DEVINE
“I grew up surrounded by campfire music, and if
you didn't play an instrument, what would you
do? Everyone else was playing an instrument.”
Molly Devine wanted to participate in The Next
Big Thing last year but couldn't because she was
on medical vocal rest. From this, the JBU community never knew what her voice sounded like.
“The Next Big Thing seemed as good a time as
any to be like ‘Hey JBU I actually have talent.’”

IV
The boys of IV started in chapel band together and
grew to love each other’s style of music enough that
they decided to join together for The Next Big Thing.
The combination of blue grass and metalrock can best
describe the musical stylings of IV.
“The name IV is an act of rebellion toward old gods
and authority figures, who held those roman numerals
in their names.”
Though they may have different musical styles, they
share a passion for music and a love for performing.

THIN MARGINS
After the dissolving of Chipper's first group
and the need for a new one in time for a show
in Nashville, Thin Margins formed and has been
making music ever since.
They hail from Little Rock, Ark. and all chose to
attend JBU in order to stay together as a group
throughout college.
Their style was heavily influenced by groups such
as Bastille, Walk the Moon and Panic at the Disco.
“Anywhere we can play our music, we will play.”
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